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4. Rationale:

   A shortened activated partial thromboplastin (aPTT) time has been associated with venous thromboembolism (VTE)\(^1\)\(^2\). This may relate to increased activity of coagulation factors in the intrinsic or common pathways of coagulation or to activated protein C (APC) resistance\(^3\)\(^4\). Prior studies had a retrospective design\(^5\) or only evaluated hospitalized patients\(^6\). There are no prospective studies available assessing the aPTT and VTE risk in the general population.

   The ARIC study, by way of information gathered for the Longitudinal Investigation in Thrombosis Etiology (LITE) ancillary study provides an opportunity to study the relationship between the aPTT and VTE, examining the confounding effects of traditional VTE risk factors, coagulation factor levels that are correlated with the aPTT and APC resistance\(^7\).

5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:
1) A shortened aPTT will be associated with future VTE in univariate analysis.

2) Adjustment for coagulation factor levels and APC resistance will attenuate and perhaps eliminate the association of a short aPTT with VTE.

3) Associations will be larger for idiopathic than secondary VTE.

6. Data (variables, time window, source, inclusions/exclusions):

Variables: From ARIC: age, gender, race (white, non-white), body mass index, factor VIII, fibrinogen, aPTT, von Willebrand factor antigen, protein C

Time Window: Enrollment to 31 December 1996 (VTE events ascertained)

Exclusions: 1) No baseline aPTT measured
2) Baseline VTE
3) Baseline Cancer
4) Baseline warfarin use

Outcome variable: Incident VTE (n = need updated number)

Analysis Plan:

We will assess baseline aPTT in relation to VTE risk by evaluating the standard deviation increment and by quantile to assess linearity. We will look at incidence rates of VTE by categories of aPTT. Cox-proportional hazards models will be used to estimate the relative risk of overall VTE first in an unadjusted analysis, then with adjustment for VTE risk factors (age, sex, race, BMI). We will then adjust further for coagulation factors in the intrinsic and common pathway (Factors VIII, IX, XI and fibrinogen, which are evaluated clinically using the aPTT) as well as for von-Willebrand antigen and blood group, which are correlated with the aPTT and are risk factors for VTE. We will then run separate age, sex, race and BMI-adjusted models adjusting individually for factor V Leiden, APC resistance, the prothrombin 20210A gene mutation, D-dimer and protein C level to assess any role of these factors on the association of aPTT with VTE. As factor V Leiden, APC ratio, prothrombin 20210A, blood group, and factors IX, XI and D-dimer were only measured in a nested case-control sample, this analysis will not include the entire cohort. If the nested case-control analysis for the other analyses yields the same information as the unrestricted analysis, we will report only the case-control analyses. We will run both analyses with and without women on hormone replacement therapy to assess for confounding. We will also repeat analyses with idiopathic VTE events as an outcome.
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